
The Common Cold: Is It an Ancient Spyware Hacking Our Brains Designed by Cromags Who 

Cloned Us? 

Hey Martha, you intend to read this crap." a male beings in his Longhide cushioned Lazyboy 

floated by the most recent war robots cheats negative ion floating gadget being in front of a 

really fashionable 360" x 360" holovision watching the regional news. "Scientist currently believe 

they found the origin of the cold, however no cure. What good is that?" 

 

" That is nice dear." says a female utilizing the highly exclusive cooking area device that is 

promoted consistently on the holovision they got after his promo at the freeze dried out kale 

powder plant in which he was gone up to shift supervisor just recently. 

 

" These buffoons think that we are the remnant of some old science task of types? They contend 

that they have actually been examining the ancient remains of an old civilization that preceded 

the arrival of Homo Sapiens Sapiens. These morons think they had located 4 areas that the 

Cromags, Cromags you think that, where they had set up these huge transmitters. The places 

remaining in the facility of the North Pole and South Pole along with two on the equator, one in 

the western hemisphere and also the various other in the Eastern hemisphere." the male 

continues as he pauses to adjust himself as well as kicks back in his chair. 

 

The woman goes to respond to the door as well as the sonic plumbing follows her to the 

kitchen area. 

 

" They think these gadgets as made mostly of hallow chambers in the earth as tall as those 

archaic high-rise buildings in NYC. That the actual functioning parts of these makers might fit in 

a walnut. These walnut sized gadgets float over a copper pad under these hallow chambers as 

well as radiance intensely." 

 

The holovision blasts the most up to date record on the state of events on our intrusion of Mars 

in retaliation to their blowing up the Quadripple Towers in Malaysia. The press reporter is 

walking around the furnishings as well as stepping over openings created from explosions that 

just took place minutes prior to and flips a hand back and also off the beaten track of a soldier 

who was hanging from the 2nd floor landing on the stairways as he started to rise past the 

ceiling light." These phonies believe after equating the Cromags language from a Rosetta Stone 

with Martian, Egyptian, as well as Cromag they have come to discover the walnuts are Extreme 

Computers which contain adequate information to produce an entire galaxy, send it, mutate, 

reproduce, examine, as well as coordinate. What rubbish!" 

 

As the press reporter climbs up over the remains of a family members of five blown off their 

Longehide upholstered Lazyboy and continues in his monotone voice punctuated with a timed 

collection of explosive exploitations; the plumbing begins to elevate the woman's skirt as she 

strikes the switch on her elite however very noisy kitchen gadget. 
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" These so called scientist after reading the Cromag's guidebooks and also background books 

think these walnuts to be the last stage in their advancement that began with large room sized 

computer systems, to laptops, to palm tools, brain implants, as well as holographic mind 

controlled projections or something. What rubbish!" 

 

The reporter is thanked by the anchor as well as plans for the commercial break by the Martian 

Quartz Energy program followed by an ad spent for by the Free Earth Party for a Senator 

prospect with the system to protect us versus the invisible Venutians after they set fire to the 

abundant Diamond Realm building, the only structure to be made entirely of diamonds, last 

year as California struggled with rolling black outs. You remember the ones that triggered 

numerous levitating cars to stop working all over the floating city to drop onto Golden Gate 

Park listed below. The plumber walks the Senatorial prospect whistling as the male on the 

holovision grins and also winks at him prior to the support returns once again to the living-

room. 

 

"They assume that this knowledge was placed right into robotics and after that duplicates with 

the basics of computing working off these tiny microscopic binary animals who work on the 

variations of favorable and unfavorable charges. The gall of them, they state we are in fact those 

clones who practically lead to the destruction of the Cromag's prior to they left this earth for 

Mars. Robots certainly, I am no robotic. You got my lunch prepared, I only have 5 minutes left to 

my 10 min break this month!" he shouts to his better half as she unlocks and also follows the 

swimming pool kid to the Chaise Lounge in the yard. 

 

One more reporter is covering the story of the papal elections after the last Pope passed away 

after forgetting his heart medicine. No one including himself believed it may be a good 

suggestion to send out someone back to his old house to obtain it or send somebody down to 

the corner medicine to re-fill it. The political election had wound up in a 3 means connection 

with every one of the Pontiffs going back to their very own Reich with the treasury of the 

Vatican to be broken up amongst them with concerns of the safety of the Michelangelos, 

Rubins, Bernini sculptures and also paints throughout their recommended transportation. These 

3 will certainly end up being the 43rd, 44th,45 th antipopes in history. The genuine issue is 

moving these prizes with the mountains of the Andalusia to El Palmar de Troya to Pope Gregory 

XIX royal residence. 

 

"As we have recently in contemporary times have the ability to obtain phone messages and web 

without the requirement of devices or mind implants, they believe these neanderthals produced 

a big wifi system that has actually been lost to time however is still energetic. They use this to 

explain every one of those witches that declare they are psychic. That some exactly how they 

have been the ones for centuries who still might link into the that wifi network that linked all of 

us with each other. A giant Google overhead? They additionally utilize it to discuss Carl Jung's 



Collective Consciousness concept. That as a matter of fact the acute rhinitis is the advancement 

from spyware as well as cookies that were made use of to track human actions as well as tasks 

as well as report back to a central data handling plant in interaction with ancient laptop 

computers. That it established through robots, duplicates, as well as us as the germs foster and 

also increase in our nose as they collect information on where we have actually been as well as 

that we have actually spoken with and our feelings and also ideas at the time. The acute rhinitis 

constantly baffled medical professionals for years they state because it does not attempt to kill 

its host however just intends to increase and spread out from person to person mutating along 

the road. Component of that mutation was due actually to the data it gathered. They think the 

cool germ is still gathering information but they are uncertain where they are being refined?" 

The guy finishes as the visitor gulps down his last bit of his Budweiser as he begins to rise to go 

back to the last 336 hours in his change. 


